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KORG, Artist Connection, and AURO-3D to Livestream
Uncompressed Immersive Audio and 1080p High-Resolution Video
From Japan’s Hall of Halls, Kiyosato Moeginomura Museum
 
Using its Live Extreme Encoder, KORG will stream a live concert in AURO-3D 9.1
Immersive Audio and full 1080p high-resolution video on Feb. 28, 2024. 
 
Tokyo, Japan. (February 20, 2024) – KORG, Inc.—creator of innovative and
uncompromising instruments that inspire professional artists and creators—will stream a live
concert from Japan to Los Angeles in a revolutionary streaming demo for the press and other
key partners at 6 PM PST on February 28, 2024, at Deluxe Hollywood, Stage 5, 900 Seward
Street in Los Angeles.
 
The first-of-its-kind demonstration will show how a live concert can be streamed with
uncompressed audio and full 1080p video resolution via a complete end-to-end streaming
ecosystem that includes KORG, AURO-3D, and the Artist Connection streaming platform.
 
The Performance
Organized by KORG with support from media company and TV broadcaster WOWOW,
distributor Syntax Japan, and Genelec Japan, the concert will be held at the Hall of Halls ,
Kiyosato Moeginomura Museum (Yamanashi, Japan). This live one-hour performance called,
“The Sound of the Previous Century Into the Future” will feature a marimba performance by
Tatsushi Omori and Yoko Kamihara, performed with and accompanied by the early 20th
century instruments such as the Chickering Ampico Grand Player Piano (the last unit in the
world still maintained and playable) and the “Limonaire 1900” organ (from the Paris World
Exposition in 1900). 

https://www.auro-3d.com/
https://www.auro-3d.com/
https://www.dropbox.com/scl/fo/lfytkn8cint0hqhsczm0e/h?rlkey=o44m0np79ukm7mh2q87dt894x&e=1&dl=0
https://www.korg.com/us/
https://www.moeginomura.co.jp/en/
https://www.moeginomura.co.jp/en/
https://www.moeginomura.co.jp/en/


The Technology Behind the Stream
The demonstration centers around KORG’s Live Extreme . This no-compromise encoding
technology eliminates the need for compression and workarounds to deliver a bit-for-bit
experience of any audio/video source, allowing audiences to hear every nuance of a
performance. Live Extreme will use AURO-3D’s Auro-Codec real-time encoder to stream
multi-channel 24bit/96kHz AURO-3D immersive audio, allowing for unprecedented streaming
audio quality. Lossless audio will be paired with high-definition, H.264 1080p 15 Mbps
streaming video for a stunning image at the Los Angeles Deluxe Hollywood live viewing
location. 
 
The concert will also be streamed free to the public on the Artist Connection platform, which
is the only streaming platform that delivers premium streams that marry immersive audio and
high-res video. Artist Connection has native support for both the KORG Live Extreme
Encoder and a built-in AURO-3D decoder. Public access will be limited to the first 100
viewers who register. To watch the event live, users can visit https://live-extreme.net/hall-of-
halls-us. 
 
“KORG, Artist Connection, and AURO-3D work seamlessly to enable bit-for-bit streaming of
both audio and video,” says Koji Oishi, Director of KORG Inc. “This level of quality in a live
streaming application simply isn’t possible without our encoding capabilities, Artist
Connection’s platform delivering the content to the end user in premium stream quality, and
AURO’s unmatched immersive audio capabilities. All three show that it’s possible to deliver
pristine sonic experiences with HD video using bandwidths that are available today.” 
 
“Technological limitations have thwarted the ability to stream immersive audio and high-res
video in one stream," says AURO-3D CEO Rudy Van Duppen. "Now, thanks to our
partnerships with like-minded technological innovators Artist Connection and KORG Live
Extreme, we can stream, in real-time, true H.264 1080p video married to uncompromised,
lossless 24bit/96kHz AURO-3D immersive audio over the same public internet that the other
music distribution services use to deliver lesser quality streams. We can't wait to see the
reaction from press and partners when they hear and see this steam live.”
 
To RSVP for the LA Event, email sales@auro-3d.com 
To watch the event live, visit https://live-extreme.net/hall-of-halls-us 
 
 
About KORG
Since it was founded in 1963, KORG’s goal has been to create new experiences in music and
performance. That was what drove the creation of Japan's first disc-based rhythm machine,
the Doncamatic, and then led to the development of Japan’s first synthesizer and the world's
first needle-type tuner, followed by numerous unique instruments that have brought the
enjoyment of musical performance to many people all around the world. Korg continues to
create innovative and uncompromising instruments that maintain the high quality that inspires
professional artists and creators, and yet are approachable enough for anyone to play. The
musical instruments Korg delivers are reflections of the ideas and values of the many artists
and users who continue to love KORG products now and into the future. www.korg.com
 
About Artist Connection
Artist Connection is owned by California-based Streamsoft Inc. The company’s goal is to
enable content creators, production teams, and fans to gain access to the rising wave of high-
quality channel–based and immersive audio content. Streamsoft’s Artist Connection cloud
software platform offers highly secure, dedicated white-box streaming services for content
creators, venues, studios, and their production teams. Streamsoft Inc. is based in Sonoma

https://us.live-extreme.net/
https://live-extreme.net/hall-of-halls-us
https://live-extreme.net/hall-of-halls-us
mailto:sales@auro-3d.com
https://live-extreme.net/hall-of-halls-us
http://www.korg.com/


County, CA,  and is also a developer of advanced DSP for audio processing and specialized
media libraries for immersive formats including 360 Reality Audio, AURO-3D, and more.
www.artistconnection.net
 
About NEWAURO B.V.
Home to the award-winning immersive audio format AURO-3D, NEWAURO B.V. provides a
full ecosystem of solutions for industry professionals and consumers, ranging from content
creation tools to playback integration in Home Entertainment, Automotive, Mobile, and
Cinema. In 2011, AURO-3D revolutionized the audio industry with the introduction of a true
immersive sound experience and groundbreaking technology suite that enables content
creators and product developers to hear more and feel more for an exciting, emotional, and
moving audio experience. In mid-2022, the Saffelberg Investment group acquired all AURO-
3D assets, teams, and rights and founded the new company NEWAURO B.V. to further
support the growth of the format and technology suite across markets. www.auro-3d.com
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